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I* Solar radio noise outbursts* as shorn by V/ild* and time delays 
between geomagnetic sterns and 12ie preccading solar activity, both 
suggest material movos outwards from the sun witia velocities of the 
order of 1,000 km/soc and upnards. Lloroovor, clear-cut examples of 
these phenomena occur at the rate o f at least several per year during 
tines o f solar activity maximum* On tho other hand-, direct studies of 
solar activity in the visual spectral range, rarely shot? such high 
velocity events* in addition, events which have been observed optically 
or photographically havo been observed only through freald.shly~lucky 
circumstances, or because of tiio iiaproasive grandeur o f the solar event 
as observed by standard techniques*

She purpose o f this memo is  to emphasize tlio need for new conceptions 
regarding tlio design of equipment for observation o f these high-velocity 
solar events o V/o note that a velocity along tho line o f sight o f 1,000 
km/sec corresponds to a Doppler shift in tho resulting spectrum of 18 R0 
To tho best of my knowledge Doppler shifts groater than this value were 
observed most recently in tho limb event of 10 February 1956? at Sacramento 
Peak, Her/ Mexico. The sudden disappearance, at high velocity, of a disk 
filament of 9 August 1956, was observed at Climax only through the perse
verance of the observers in maintaining a visual disk patrol through ’die 
spectrograph* within two days, corresponding to the observed velocity of 
approach of 500 km/soc, tho latter event was fallowed by a sudden commence
ment goaaagnetic storm*

we should also emphasise the need for observations in rapid tana 
sequence* Ihere is  no hope, for example, of optically observing wild3 s 
!type III bursts unless tho equipment can take photographs spaced at 
intervals o f at most a few seconds*

H* 2he Doslandres velocity spectrograph would bo tho type of instrument 
required, i f  i t  permitted a simultaneous recording o f a ll points on a 
solar image* Any device, however, that steps the spectrograph s lit  across 
an imago of tho sun, is  limited by tho tino required for tho operation* 
and complicated by the mechanical details of the motion® Ifawever, tlie 
nocessity of observing a wavelength range of 60 8., corresponding te + 1500 
lon/sec suggests a simplo way of achieving the results of the velocity 
spectrograph* By fine grain photography, one con devise a system o f multiple 
slits  equivalent to tho stepped series of tho velocity spectrograph* 2ie 
spectrum formed by each s lit  of tlie multiple slits  w ill, o f course, overlap



(
vri.th the spectra formed by tho other slits* Vie can eliminate the 
overlapping spectra i f  we inserts at any convenient point in the optical 
path5 a broadband multilayer filte r  of the type built by Baird Associates 
or Photovolt Corporation (from Switzerland). 'ihe pass band of those 
filte rs  nominally amounts to some 60 8 , and therefore should isolate the 
desired spectral range.

Since the over-all motions of* for example, the prominence material, 
dominate tiie emission line profile* measures of thermal line breadths, 
or optical depths, are meaningless* l.e may, therefore, choose the 
spectrographic dispersion within broad limits set by other conditions 
of the problem*

2ho perspective view in the figure shows too, out o f a multiple set, 
o f photographically-fabricated s lits , a prism, and tlie Image formed of 
the two slits  by a collimator and camera lenses, which are omitted from 
the drawing* Twenty such s lits , spaced O.lj mm apart, w ill cover 7*6 nm 
of a five cm 3olar image* Hie s lits , therefore, cover a total of 210,000 
km at intervals of 10 ,500  km, corresponding to about a chromospheric 
thickncss. with collimator and camera focal lengths in tho ratio 1*5 
the slits cover a total of 30 mm in tiie direction o f dispersions the s lit  
heights, arbitrary in the firs t place, might bo chosen to f i l l  the width 
o f a 35 mm film. Hie maximum allowed dispersion must spread 60 & of 
spectrum over the distance between s lit  images in tlie focal plane. Hiis 
implies a dispersion o f 30 fi/nxa, low for solar work, although quite normal 
for stellar work. If we choose slits as narrow as 20 microns, tlie pro
jected s lit  width, 0.1 mm, leads to a resolving power of 3 A or * 60 km/sec. 
Ihe suggested low dispersion might be increased, at the expense of dis
tortion, so as to refine this velocity measure to, say, + U0 km/sec* 
Although film consumption would be increased, so xvould resolving power, to 
about l.ii A* invents in the center of Ha \rould then be clearly visible.

The proposed system would be as fast as tiie objective used to feed 
i t . The contract at which an emission line object w ill stand out against 
the background of tlie solar continuous radiation depends on the integrated 
emission line intensity in comparison with tho surface brightness of the 
sun per unit wavelength interval*

III. with tlie equipment operating at the suggested low dispersion, we 
could set up programs similar to  those of the prominence cameras at 
Sacramento Peak and Climax: exposures on 35 mm film at regular intervals 
spaced a few minutes apart throughout the day. Ihe restriction of the 
fie ld  of view to  areas o f tlie sun compassing about tho same dimensions 
as the standard prominence frame, seems to me no essential disadvantage*
For examples the instrument might bo programmed to follow a single active 
region as i t  transits tho disk*

Lbreover, reduction of the film after i t  is  developed poses no real 
problems. Ihe sensitivity of the eye to small changes in brightness or 
position from frame to frame should permit a quick reduction of results 
when tho film is viewed in rapid projection*



RLnaTIyj, film consumption at* say, ono 35 ora 100 ft . reel a day, 
tfoile substantial, should not pose a major problem in the expense of 
operation of the equipment <•
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